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Dielectrophoretic mobility determination
in DC insulator-based dielectrophoresis

Insulator-based dielectrophoresis (iDEP) is a powerful tool for separating and char-

acterizing particles, yet it is limited by a lack of quantitative characterizations. Here, this

limitation is addressed by employing a method capable of quantifying the DEP mobility

of particles. Using streak-based velocimetry the particle properties are deduced from their

motion in a microfluidic channel with a constant electric field gradient. From this

approach, the DEP mobility of 1 mm polystyrene particles was found to be

�270.4 10�8 cm4/(V2 s). In the future, such quantitative treatment will allow for the

elucidation of unique insights and rational design of devices.
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1 Introduction

Particles are ubiquitous in our bodies and our environment.

This class of materials includes cells, organelles, nanopar-

ticles, aerosols, large proteins and DNA strands, bacteria,

and viruses – among other organic and inorganic debris.

Dielectrophoresis (DEP) has emerged as an important

technique for manipulating micro- to nano-scale particles

[1, 2]. The nature of this force, described over 50 years ago by

Pohl, depends on a particle’s polarizability in a non-uniform

electric field (Eq. 1) [3]. The DEP force experienced by a

spherical particle is described as follows:

F ¼ 4pef r3
pReðfcmÞðE � HÞE ¼ 2pef r3

pReðvÞHE2

ReðfcmÞ ¼
sp � sf

sp12sf
f o100 kHz

ð1Þ

where ef is the permittivity of the fluid, rp is the particle

radius, Re(fcm) is the real part of the Clausius–Mossoti factor

defined by the particle and fluid conductivities (s) at low

frequency (f), and E is the electric field. At higher

frequencies the conductivities are replaced by frequency-

dependent permittivities. According to this relationship, to

have a DEP force on a non-charge-containing species there

must be a non-uniform field and a particle that has a

different conductivity/permittivity relative to the fluid.

It is important to note that DEP can be operated in AC or

DC modes using either shaped conductors or using insulators

to generate field gradients [4]. The emphasis in this work is on

DC insulator-based dielectrophoresis (DC iDEP). The initial

and most popular design for DC iDEP is a microfluidic

channel employing an array of insulating structures (Fig. 1A)

[5–19]. Channels with obstructions (Fig. 1B) [20–26], serpen-

tine features [27, 28], and converging–diverging or saw-tooth

features (Fig. 1C) [29–33] have also been established in DC

iDEP. Similar iDEP designs employ AC fields (10 Hz–10 MHz)

to gain additional DEP control through frequency modulation

of the Clausius–Mossoti factor [34–38]. Additionally, a

contactless AC iDEP approach where the sample is completely

isolated from the electrodes has been shown [39, 40]. In all of

the designs an insulating material (e.g. glass, polymer, etc.) is

used to create regions where the electric field is constricted to

generate a field gradient and a DEP force. These devices

deflect, stream, or trap particles in a composition-dependent

manner for separation or concentration.

While Eq. (1) is widely accepted, it is usually only

considered qualitatively when considering actual experi-

mental data. Most discussions of real data rarely advance

beyond an analysis of positive (toward stronger fields) versus

negative (toward weaker fields) DEP. This is somewhat odd

since there is extensive quantitative theory and modeling of

DEP [31–34, 41, 42]. One detailed study did indicate some

unique deviations from Eq. (1) from ionic effects [43]. DEP

techniques are growing in popularity and with this interest

it becomes increasingly important to develop detailed and

quantitative metrics for the field.

It is often unreasonable to accurately calculate the DEP

force that is exerted on a particle from first principles and

this provides, perhaps, one explanation for the relative

paucity of quantitative application of theory to experimental

data. The difficulty arises from the uncertainties in the

permittivity, particle size/shape, deformability, and local

field gradients. Furthermore, Eq. (1) assumes a spherical

particle having a permanent or induced dipole and fails

to describe complex shapes or multipolar states [44].
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A practical solution to determining the DEP properties of

particles is to experimentally determine the relative DEP

velocity in a known gradient. This is analogous to the elec-

trophoretic or electroosmotic mobility that is routinely

measured in electrophoresis with a known electric field.

Previously, methodologies have been developed for

measuring a DEP mobility in AC-DEP [43, 45–47]. Although

useful for AC applications, these approaches are limited

because they define the DEP mobility parameter to be

dependent on the device-specific electric field properties

(device parameters actually appear in the definitions of the

mobility). Thus, the mobility constants are specific to the

particular device geometries used and cannot be ported to

iDEP systems. To quantify DEP effects from the complex

geometries of current iDEP designs (Fig. 1A and C) and

allow detailed investigations resulting in accurate models, a

universal quantitative metric of the DEP particle properties

is needed. Moreover, if the DEP properties are known the

electric field profile necessary for a particular outcome can

be determined. With the aid of modeling software, iDEP

systems can be rationally designed to generate the necessary

electric field to target specific analytes (e.g. bacteria or virus).

In this work, we initiate a strategy to quantitatively

determine DEP properties of particles in iDEP settings by

defining the DEP mobility and demonstrating an approach

to measure it in a converging microfluidic channel. This

method relies on streak-based velocimetry to generate the

spatial velocity profile of particles. From this the DEP and

electrokinetic mobilities of polystyrene particles are simul-

taneously determined.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Device fabrication

A microfluidic channel was fabricated using standard soft

lithography using the elastomer PDMS from a Slygard 184

kit (Dow/Corning, Midland, MI, USA). PDMS was cast over

a master wafer that contained an AZ 4620 photoresist

pattern (AZ Electronic Materials, Branchburg, NJ, USA) to

create channel impressions. The resist thickness was

characterized with a Tencor P2 Profilometer and found to

have a depth of 10 mm. After casting the PDMS over the

master wafer it was cured at 701C for 1 h and subsequently

access holes were punched. An oxygen plasma was used to

render the channels hydrophilic and generate a self-sealing

surface. Finally, a clean glass microscope slide was used as a

cover plate to enclose the microfluidic PDMS channel.

2.2 DEP experiments

The microfluidic channel was initially filled with buffer

solution and allowed to equilibrate at rest for 10 min. The

buffer consisted of 5 mM aspartic acid pH 3.1 and had a

conductivity of 250 mS/cm or specific resistivity of 4000 O cm

(Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Solution conductivities

were measured using an Orion 3 Star conductivity meter

(Thermo Fischer, Walthan, MA, USA). Sulfated polystyrene

particles 1 mm in size and fluorescently labeled (Invitrogen,

Carlsbad, CA, USA) were diluted to a concentration of

approximately 5� 106 particles/mL in the working buffer

and sonicated for 15 min. Particles were introduced into the

device using hydrostatic pressure initiated by a height

difference in the two reservoirs. At the start of an experiment

the pressure was equilibrated to stop hydrodynamic flow, and

then 1500 V was applied from a Bertran Series 225 power

supply (Bertran, Brooklyn, NY, USA) using two platinum

electrodes dipped into the reservoirs with anode in region 1

and cathode in region 3. Particle motion was imaged using an

Osram mercury short arc H30 103 w/2 light source and a 4�
objective on an inverted microscope (Olympus, Center Valley,

PA, USA). Movies were collected using a QICAM CCD camera

(Q Imaging, Surrey, British Columbia, Canada) and Streampix

III software (Norpix, Montreal, Quebec, Canada). Depending

on the experiment, the field of view was approximately

1.6� 1.2 mm in region 1 or 2 (Fig. 2A) and the exposure time

was adjusted to 30, 60, or 90 ms corresponding to 19.1, 16.6, or

11.1 frames per second, respectively.

2.3 Velocimetry analysis and data analysis

The velocity data are automatically generated from the

streaked particle images using an algorithm. The details of

Figure 1. Schematic illustrations of the most common types of iDEP devices where the insulating material (dark gray) penetrates the
fluid medium (light gray) and pinches the electric field lines (dashed lines). Examples shown include the (A) array of insulators [5–19,
35–38], (B) obstructed channel [20–26, 34], and (C) converging-diverging or saw-tooth [29–33].
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the method have been described elsewhere but the main steps

are briefly described here (P. Mahanti et al., manuscript in

preparation; http://www.public.asu.edu/�mhayes/). Frames

captured during the imaging process serve as the algorithm

input. A 20 pixel strip is cropped from the center of the image

frame and the streaks are identified from the background by

image thresholding. Velocities are estimated by dividing the

streak length, identified as the distance between the starting

and ending points of a streak, by the exposure time. These

velocities are then spatio-temporally averaged over the entire

cropped region to generate the centerline velocity.

Manual tracking of particles was done using the ImageJ

software (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). The image stack was

cropped to a region 20 pixels wide along the channel

centerline. The brightness and contrast was increased to

allow for better visualization of particles and streaked images.

The x coordinates of a single particle were tracked as it moved

through the region of view by manually selecting the center

of the particle’s fluorescence. There was no problem with

particles defocusing since the channel depth is on the order

of 10 mm. Dilute particle concentrations and optimal camera

conditions provided well resolved and continuous particle

trajectories. Therefore, particles were confidently identified in

consecutive frames manually without need for a nearest

neighbor algorithm. For each experiment, at least 50 different

particles were tracked in the same manner. The x-component

particle velocity as it moved from xa to xb was assigned to the

mean position of xaand xb and was calculated as follows:

v
xa1xb

2

� �
x

¼ xb � xa

Dt
ð2Þ

The elapsed time, Dt, between consecutive frames is the

inverse of the frame rate (16.6 fps).

The mean velocity onp> is determined from several

hundred streak-based velocity measurements from a single

90 ms exposure experiment within region 1 (Fig. 2A). The

longer exposure time produced particle streak images

allowing for streak velocity assessment. In region 1 the

electric field is uniform and the electrokinetic mobility (mEK)

is calculated using the following convention:

mEK ¼ ðmEO1mEMÞ ¼
hvp;xi

E
ð3Þ

where mEM is the electrophoretic mobility and mEO is the

electroosmotic mobility. A linear best fit was obtained from

the velocimetry data in region 2 (Figs. 2A, 3B, and 4A and B).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Particle motion and device design

In contrast to works based on AC-DEP [43, 45–47], the DEP

mobility (mDEP) is defined independent of the electric field

and thus becomes a universal parameter, consistent with

electrophoretic and electroosmotic mobilities, and follows

the typical convention in iDEP (Eq. 4) [6, 7, 12, 13, 16, 17, 31,

40]. In other words this definition of DEP mobility is

intrinsic to the particle and represents the relative DEP

velocity per unit electric field gradient squared as shown

vDEP ¼mDEPHE2

mDEP ¼
ef r2

pRe fcmð Þ
3Z

ð4Þ

where nDEP is the DEP velocity and Z is the fluid viscosity.

Furthermore, an ideal method for quantifying iDEP ought

to simultaneously quantify other electrokinetic effects

(electroosmosis and electrophoresis). This is particularly

important considering electroosmotic flow can vary by more

than 10% [6]. A clear approach to quantifying the DEP

velocity emerges by examining the equations of motion.

Figure 2. (A) Diagram and
dimensions of iDEP device
used consisting of wide
uniform segment (region 1),
taper segment (region 2), and
narrow uniform segment
(region 3). (B and C) COMSOL
simulation of electric field of
iDEP device. Dashed box indi-
cates region 2. (D) Theoretical
velocity profile in region 2
based on Eq. (9) in the case
of positive, zero, or negative
DEP using hypothetical mobi-
lity and electric field values.
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The motion of a spherical particle with negligible

particle–particle interactions under the influence of a DC

electric field in iDEP is extensively described by Chen et al.

[31]. The velocity along the x direction (np,x), the axis of the

applied current, is given by

vp;x ¼ E mEO1mEM1mDEP

qE

qs

� �
cos y� mDEPE2

R
sin y ð5Þ

where s is the arc length along the field line, y is the angle

between the tangent of the field line and the x-axis, and R is

the radius of curvature of the field line. At the centerline of a

symmetrical channel, the field lines are parallel to the x-axis.

In other words y5 0 which simplifies Eq. (5) to

vp;x ¼ E mEK1mDEP

qE

qx

� �
ð6Þ

where the combined electrokinetic mobility is defined as

mEK 5 mEO1mEM. According to Eq. (6), mDEP can be calculated

by measuring the x-component of the particle velocity along

the channel centerline. Traditionally, positive mEK is defined

as movement toward the negative electrode and positive

mDEP is defined as movement toward high field strength.

The same convention is followed here since the experiments

are carried out with these two conditions aligned.

The microfluidic channel consists of a wide uniform

area segment (region 1), a constricting taper segment

(region 2), and a narrow uniform area segment (region 3)

(Fig. 2A). The taper was designed to create a linearly

increasing electric field, or a constant gradient, since this

would generate the simplest DEP force (Eq. 6 and Fig. 2B

and C). This is similar in design to a conductive polymer

used for equilibrium gradient focusing [48]. Given a

constant channel height (h) determined by the photoresist

thickness, the channel cross-sectional area (A) varies inver-

sely with x as

AðxÞ ¼ h� w2 xð Þ ¼ h
w1

ð11kxÞ 0 � x � 2:5 mm ð7Þ

where w2 is the channel width of region 2, the taper starts

and ends at x 5 0 and x 5 2.5 mm, respectively, w1 is the

width of region 1, and k is the rate at which the channel

tapers. The electric field is defined along the length of the

channel (E(x)) is calculated by substituting Eq. (5) into the

current density ( J(x)) relation:

EðxÞ ¼JðxÞr

EðxÞ ¼gð11kxÞ g ¼ ir
w1h

0 � x � 2:5 mm
ð8Þ

Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (6) gives the velocity profile

along the centerline (np,x(x)):

vp;xðxÞ ¼gð11kxÞðmEK1gkmDEPÞ
vp;xðxÞ ¼ðg2k2mDEP1gkmEKÞx1ðg2kmDEP1gmEKÞ

ð9Þ

Thus, particles experience a linear velocity increase as they

move through the taper region. The slope of the velocity

profile depends on both a DEP and electrokinetic term in

Eq. (7). Therefore, according to this logic, the velocity slope

will be steeper in the case of positive DEP and shallower in

the case of negative DEP compared with that predicted if

there is no DEP force (Fig. 2D). For these experiments

w1 5 2 mm, k 5 12.93 mm�1, h 5 0.01 mm, g5 8 V/mm and

the taper ended at x 5 2.5 mm.

3.2 Streak-based velocimetry

One challenge in estimating particle velocities in iDEP

devices is the wide range of velocities frequently encoun-

tered, which generate streaked particle images. For example,

the spatial field gradients typically employed can create up to

a 100-fold increase in the electroosmotic transport velocity.

This led to the pursuit of a streak-based velocimetry

approach rather than traditional micro-particle image

velocimetry techniques [49].

Streak-based velocimetry operates by associating the

length and trajectory of a streak in a blurred image with the

exposure time to estimate the velocity field. As particles

move from a weak to strong electric field they accelerate, and

thus, the distance traveled in a single exposure becomes

greater as observed by streak lengths in a captured image

(Fig. 3A). An automated algorithm detects, processes, and

determines the velocities traveled by the particles at all pixels

across the image sequence. The particle velocity linearly

increases along the x-axis and remains relatively constant

along the y-axis (RSD 5%) within the depicted centerline

strip (Fig. 3B). This is consistent with the expectation that

the electric field is parallel to the x-axis (Eq. 6) and it linearly

increases in magnitude (Eq. 8) within this region. The x-
dimension has been cropped to exclude the beginning and

ending portions of the taper where particles travel either too

slow or fast for precise streak velocimetry assessment,

respectively. Overall, Eq. (9) is considered to accurately

describe the velocity profile. Furthermore, the constant

Figure 3. Streak velocimetry processing showing (A) an overlaid
image sequence showing particle streak images and (B) the
resultant spatial velocity estimation deduced from streak
analysis. The region where data was analyzed and processed
is highlighted by the light bounding box in (A).
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velocity along the y-axis allows spatiotemporal averaging to

improve the centerline velocity estimation.

In addition to streak-based analysis, particle velocities

were assessed using manual tracking for comparison.

Clearly, the automated streak analysis is more precise

compared with the manual particle tracking (Fig. 4A and B),

and thus there is greater confidence in the slope determined

by the streak analysis. This difference in precision is asso-

ciated with the elongation of the imaged particles as they

accelerate. Substantial uncertainty is introduced when

manually tracking a particle’s center of mass if the particle

motion produces a streaked image. Automated streak

tracking avoids this problem since it relies on the blurred

streak images for velocity estimation.

3.3 Electrokinetic and DEP mobilities

As defined in Eq. (4), the DEP mobility describes a non-

charge containing particle’s polarizability in a particular

fluid medium and primarily depends on a particle’s size and

Clausius–Mossoti factor. Thus, there will be a broad

spectrum of DEP mobilities given the diversity of particle

sizes, charges, and ionic properties. In fact the richness of

this term suggests that within a single particle type there

could be significant microheterogeneity to create sub-

populations with unique mobility constants. Supporting

this idea is the observation that charge properties of particles

have been found to be much broader compared with

molecules [50, 51].

The streak-based velocity estimations were used to

calculate the system properties. Using 1 mm polystyrene

particles the electrokinetic mobility was estimated to be

3.5� 10�4 cm2/(V s) as calculated by Eq. (3) using the velo-

city data from region 1. This is considered a reasonable

result and is likely dominated by electroosmotic flow

considering its similarity to other electroosmotic mobility

estimations [6, 52]. The DEP mobility of polystyrene parti-

cles was found to be �270.4� 10�8 cm4/(V2 s) from the

slope in Eq. (9). The statistics are from three separate

experiments that involved over 1000 velocity measurements

each. This result agrees with the general finding that poly-

meric particles exhibit negative DEP under similar condi-

tions [5, 8, 11]. Subtle variations in electroosmotic flow,

particle heterogeneity, and variance in the velocity estima-

tion likely contribute to the 20% RSD observed.

Under these particular conditions the electrokinetic

velocity is about twice the magnitude of the DEP velocity

based on calculations of the individual terms in Eq. (9). The

relative DEP velocity could be increased by increasing the

applied voltage, reducing electroosmotic flow, or utilizing

steeper field gradients. However, particle motion rapidly

changes direction in these regimes complicating velocity

associations. For optimal quantitative analysis, the DEP

motion must be observable but not predominant.

4 Concluding remarks

An approach to simultaneously quantifying the electrokinetic

and DEP properties of particles in iDEP is discussed. Critical

to the success of such analysis is the accurate and precise

estimation of particle velocities. Presently, streak-based

velocimetry was found to be more precise than manual

particle tracking and has the advantage of automation. From

this approach we determined polystyrene particles have a

DEP mobility of �270.4� 10�8 cm4/(V2 s). In future studies

mobility constants will be characterized under various

conditions to construct a DEP profile of particular particle

populations. Quantitative approaches like this one enable an

unprecedented evaluation of iDEP and provide a metric for

standardization. Ideally, discussions will eventually evolve

from subjective descriptions of particle behaviors to more

objective quantitative responses.
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Figure 4. Comparison of velocimetry result between (A) manual
particle tracking and (B) automated streak analysis (before
averaging). In each case several hundred velocity estimations
were made across the device and linear best fits were generated.
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